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Bookmarks
Paperblanks bookmarks are printed with the same unique processes 
used for our journal covers, creating a tangible and textured feel. 
They show off the beauty and craftsmanship of our collection in a 
memorable and collectable format. Each bookmark is double-sided, 
with a subtly embossed Paperblanks “P” on one side. 

These seasonal items are limited releases and available only while 
quantities last! A new seasonal themed pack will be available in our 
Spring 2021 catalogue.

Sure to be a favourite of writers and book lovers, these bookmarks 
make perfect gifts and mementos.

For our launch season, we are offering two curated packs of 
bookmarks, which are designed to complement your in-store 
selection of journals and can be easily cross-merchandised.

Ordering nOtes
Each bookmark pack features 24 packaged bookmarks 
to sell as individual units in stores. 

These accessories are perfect add-ons at the counter, 
and the bookmark display pack can also be showcased 
in existing Paperblanks countertop displays.

• Pack details: 24 bookmarks in a pack 
(3 of each design)

• Refill orders: MOQ 25 bookmarks 
(5 packs x 5 designs)

Available while quantities last

BOOkmark Features
• Double-sided designs

• Textured printing

• Rounded edges

• Subtle Paperblanks branding

new
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Fall 2020 
Paperblanks Classics 24‑Pack
Offers the definitive set of classic Paperblanks designs.  

Fall 2020 
Seasonal Mix 24‑Pack
Celebrates the eclecticism of our designs, with an 
emphasis on newer releases and bestsellers. 

-Bookmark

Double-sided designs • Textured printing • Rounded edges • Subtle Paperblanks branding

Fall 2020 
Paperblanks Classics 24‑Pack

220 × 225 × 70 mm (W × H × D)

7250-8 - Ë|xHSLENJy772508z

Fall 2020 
Seasonal Mix 24‑Pack

220 × 225 × 70 mm (W × H × D)

7249-2 - Ë|xHSLENJy772492z
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Bookmark Refills by Design
Refill pack orders: MOQ 5 units per design (minimum 5 different designs)

These seasonal items are limited releases and 
available only while quantities last!

-Bookmark

Double-sided designs • Textured printing • Rounded edges • Subtle Paperblanks branding

Van Huysum 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7323-9 - Ë|xHSLENJy773239z

Olive Fairy 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7325-3 - Ë|xHSLENJy773253z

Maya Blue 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7321-5 - Ë|xHSLENJy773215z

Verne, Twenty Thousand Leagues 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7320-8 - Ë|xHSLENJy773208z

Glowing Rose 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7324-6 - Ë|xHSLENJy773246z

Violet Fairy 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7326-0 - Ë|xHSLENJy773260z

Shiraz 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7322-2 - Ë|xHSLENJy773222z

Cervantes, Letter to the King 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7319-2 - Ë|xHSLENJy773192z
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These seasonal items are limited releases and 
available only while quantities last!

-Bookmark

Double-sided designs • Textured printing • Rounded edges • Subtle Paperblanks branding

Amaranth 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7327-7 - Ë|xHSLENJy773277z

Blue Rhine 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7328-4 - Ë|xHSLENJy773284z

Azure 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7332-1 - Ë|xHSLENJy773321z

Safavid 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7333-8 - Ë|xHSLENJy773338z

Gold Inlay 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7331-4 - Ë|xHSLENJy773314z

Mystique 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7330-7 - Ë|xHSLENJy773307z

Destiny 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7329-1 - Ë|xHSLENJy773291z

Venetian Red 
5‑Pack Refill

55 × 225 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

7334-5 - Ë|xHSLENJy773345z
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Pen Loops
An ever-popular stationery item, pen loops help writers 
keep their favourite pens easily at hand even when on 
the go. Our unique magnetic design stands out from the 
competition as it not only holds a writing utensil, but 
works as a removable and reusable page marker, too. 
With covered magnets built into the vegan leather clip, 
our pen loops attach to the interior writing pages of any 
Paperblanks journal or notebook.

The high-quality elastic loop expands to fit a variety of 
pen or pencil sizes, and the classic look of black and 
brown leather will suit any journal style. 

Ordering nOtes
Each pen loop pack features 20 packaged 
pen loops to sell as individual units in stores. 

These accessories are perfect add-ons at the 
counter, and the pen loop display pack can 
also be showcased in existing Paperblanks 
displays.

• Pack details: 20 pen loops in a 
pack (10 of each colour)

• Refill orders: MOQ 5 units 
per colour

Pen LOOP Features
• Vegan leather clip

• Covered magnet

• Removable and reusable design

• Expandable elastic loop

• Embossed Paperblanks branding

new

H Pen Loop

Vegan leather clip • Covered magnet • Removable and reusable design • Expandable elastic loop

Pen Loop Refills

Pen Loop Pack

Carbon Black 
5‑Pack Refill

145 × 95 × 50 mm (W × H × D)

7335-2 H Ë|xHSLENJy773352z

Saddle Brown 
5‑Pack Refill

145 × 95 × 50 mm (W × H × D)

7336-9 H Ë|xHSLENJy773369z

Pen Loop 20‑Pack
190 × 145 × 95 mm (W × H × D)

7314-7 H Ë|xHSLENJy773147z

Carbon Black Pen Loop 
7315-4 45 × 30 × 5 mm (W × H × D)

Saddle Brown Pen Loop 
7316-1 45 × 30 × 5 mm (W × H × D)
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Canvas Bags
The canvas tote bag is a near ubiquitous sight in shops, 
galleries and museums, as people seek to express 
themselves with a fashionable and reusable accessory. 
Paperblanks canvas bags are an innovative way to 
bring our library of designs to the world of everyday 
fashion. Featuring different design elements of the same 
Paperblanks title on either side of the bag, our first season 
of totes celebrates a sense of escapism and fantasy.

Designed to hold up to 7 kilograms, these strong cotton 
bags also offer a zippered interior pocket to keep smaller 
items protected. The durable strap is the ideal length 
to carry the bag over one’s shoulder, leaving the eye-
catching design on full display.

As with the bookmarks, these canvas bags are seasonal 
items and available only as long as supplies last!

Ordering nOtes
• Bags are sold as individual units

• MOQ: 2 units per design 

Canvas Bag Features
• Interior zippered pocket

• Branded Paperblanks tag

• Artwork credited on the inside of the bag

new

C Canvas Bag

Interior zippered pocket • Branded Paperblanks tag • Artwork credited on the inside of the bag

Celestial Planisphere Canvas Bag
380 × 380 × 90 mm (W × H × D)

7318-5 C Ë|xHSLENJy773185z

Verne, Around the World Canvas Bag
380 × 380 × 90 mm (W × H × D)

7317-8 C Ë|xHSLENJy773178z
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Displays & Point of Sale Tools

PaPerBLanks standard disPLay
430 × 460 × 360 mm (w × h × d)

The Paperblanks Standard Display is made from corrugated 
cardboard and can be configured to hold both the bookmark and 
pen loop packs, along with a variety of ultra, midi or mini books.

Order the Standard Display unit to promote the accessories and 
journals in one unit.
DY1076 – Paperblanks Standard Display
*Accessory packs and journals sold separately.

PaPerBLanks aCryLiC COuntertOP 
disPLay
540 × 265 × 305 mm (w × h × d)

Designed to hold a range of ultra, midi and mini books per tier, this 
sleek display can also be configured to hold both the bookmark and 
pen loop packs.

Order the Acrylic Display to promote and sell the accessories and 
journals in one unit.
DY1113 – Paperblanks Acrylic Countertop Display
*Accessory packs and journals sold separately.

taBLe taLker – FaLL 2020 
aCCessOries
100 × 150 mm (w × h)

All accessory orders will automatically include 
this illustrative table talker which features our 
new canvas bags on one side and the bookmarks 
and pen loops on the other.
AD1573-8 – Table Talker – Fall 2020 Accessories

Display both the bookmark and pen loop packs in two of our most 
popular countertop display options! These displays provide the 
opportunity to cross-merchandise the accessories with Paperblanks 
journals in a prominent setting at store-level.

The images shown are for illustrative purposes only and may not be an exact 
representation of the final product.
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Double-Sided Posters
Promote your selection of Paperblanks with minimum fuss and maximum 
style. Our double-sided posters elegantly illustrate the beauty of our 
designs and are easy to view from both sides. Available in one of two 
sizes, these eye-catching posters are both versatile and functional.

A2 Poster – Fall 2020 Accessories
420 × 594 mm 
AD1572-1

NOTES
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paperblanks.com

Paperblanks are published by:
Hartley & Marks Publishers Inc.
400 – 948 Homer Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 2W7
U.S. postal address:
Hartley & Marks Publishers
P.O. Box 84332
Seattle, WA 98124‑5632
Customer Service
T: 800‑277‑5887
F: 800‑707‑5887
E: info@hartleyandmarks.com

Paperblanks are represented in the U.S. by:

Book Store Representatives  
All U.S. States
continental sales inc.
213 West Main Street
Barrington, IL 60010
T: 847‑381‑6530
F: 847‑382‑0385
E: prazur@wybel.com
Web: continentalsalesinc.com

Gift Trade Representatives 
NY, NJ, CT, MA, VT, ME, RI, NH, PA, OH, MD, 
DE, Washington DC, VA, WVA, IN, KY, IL, MI, 
MN, WI, ND, SD, MO, IA, NE, KS
harper Group, llc
230 Fifth Avenue, Suite 311
New York, NY 10001
T: 888‑644‑1704
F: 888‑644‑1292
E: support@harpergroup.com
Web: harpergroup.com

CA, NV, AZ, UT, NM, CO, WY, HI 
Stephen Young
l.a. mart/the reef
1933 South Broadway, Suite 830
Los Angeles, CA 90007
T: 213‑748‑8814
F: 213‑748‑5895
E: info@stephenyoung.net
Web: stephenyoung.net

GA, FL, NC, SC, AL, TN, MS / 
TOLA: TX, AR, OK, LA
Daniel Richards Group
atlanta show room
Americasmart Atlanta, Building 240
John Portman Boulevard, Suite 1634
Atlanta, GA 30303
T: 404‑589‑8200

dallas show room
Dallas Trade Mart
2100 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 1400
Dallas, TX 75226
T: 214‑748‑8200

ID, MT, OR, WA 
Nolita
seattle mart 
200 SW Michigan Street, Suite 212
Seattle, WA 98106
T: 206‑768‑0941
F: 206‑768‑ 0943
E: info@nolitahomeandbeauty.com
Web: nolitahomeandbeauty.com

AK 
Karen Sobolesky
alaska trade center
331 East 87th Avenue, Suite 102
Anchorage, AK 99515
T: 907‑929‑3161
F: 907‑929‑3944
E: karen@kscoalaska.com
Web: kscoalaska.com

Puerto Rico
For ordering information, please call  
1‑800‑277‑5887 ×2 or email
info@hartleyandmarks.com

We invite retailers to access our Retailer Portal 
for ordering directly through our website.  
Here you can view account details and order 
history as well as print your invoices.  
To do so please visit us here:  
paperblanks.com/account/retailer-login/

PLease nOte: All prices and publication dates are 
subject to change without notice.
disCLaimer: Cover designs and colours may not 
be exactly as shown and may vary from the actual 
produced book.

tO Order
Fax: (800) 707-5887

emaiL: inFO@hartLeyandmarks.COm
OnLine Order FOrm:

orderform.paperblanks.com/us

© 2020 Hartley & Marks Publishers Ltd.
Printed in Canada

usa CataLOgue
item nO.: ad1541-7

(AD1541-7)
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paperblanks.com

PLease nOte: All prices and publication dates are subject to 
change without notice.
disCLaimer: The images shown are for illustrative purposes only 
and may not be an exact representation of the final product.

© 2020 Hartley & Marks Publishers Ltd.
Printed in germany

generaL engLish aCCessOries CataLOgue
item nO.: ad1552-3

(AD1552-3)

Paperblanks are published by:
Hartley & Marks Publishers Ltd.
Ground Floor
Beaux Lane House
Lower Mercer Street
Dublin 2, Ireland
paperblanks.com

Australia/New Zealand
Tel: + 61 2 9904 5200
Latin America
Tel: + 55 19 99832-0138

paperblanks.com


